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There are a few free Javascript libraries that do this, like Crossrider (free, and Windows only). Foe a cross-browser solution, use some basic browser detection. With JavaScript, you can set cookies, do other things that normally wouldn't be possible with no-JS browsers. We
use those to see if we've got a new user: if we don't, we can retry without the user seeing any captcha. This works for the current version, but in the future we might need to factor in things like the browser's identification features, the browser's plugin status, or the

capabilities of the platform. In that case, we might have to re-write this to work with all versions, and there will be a grace period before we do that work. It's possible to make some assumptions that cover all the major browsers and major platforms that we're targeting,
but even if we get there, it will be a big effort that will affect the new user experience. But the worst-case is that the user gets a message, sees that, and then never returns. When it comes time to process the new user we'll be able to manage that situation separately.

Nahhhhh I use Opera. Until I fire up Foton in the morning. Opera is not a browser for me. The browser should emulate the current system. When I change settings on an email or webmail account that is linked to Opera then that email address in Opera should be dumbed
down to the level of browser I am using. I should not get messages like, "Oh dear, you have an invalid email address. Click here to change your email address," or "We are sorry, we cannot deliver this message to you. Please try again later" etc.. This should be a simple
process and I would like to use a browser that does not have thousands of features. Just simple set up and use of the browser. Putting down your feelings about Safari or Opera is not going to get Opera and Safari to agree to a change in browsers and "simplify" the user

experience for us. Because they haven't agreed to it and no one who has agreed to it is going to agree to it. Anyway, the battle over what browsers are good browsers and which ones have enough features to deserve the name "browser" continues. I and others like
Firefox on the basis that it is the most convenient and most well organized. In Firefox, as in all "b 6d1f23a050
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